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Unauthorized subcontracting—when suppliers outsource part of their production to a third party without

the retailer’s consent—has been common practice in the apparel industry and is often tied to non-compliant

working conditions. Because retailers are unaware of the third party, the production process becomes obscure

and cannot be tracked. In this paper we present an empirical study of the factors that can lead suppliers

to engage in unauthorized subcontracting. We use data provided by a global supply chain manager with

over 30,000 orders, of which 36% were subcontracted without authorization. We find that the frequency of

unauthorized subcontracting across factories has a pronounced bimodal distribution. Moreover, the degree

of unauthorized subcontracting in the past is highly related to the probability of engaging in unauthorized

subcontracting in the future, which suggests that factories behave as if they choose a strategic level of

unauthorized subcontracting. At the order level, we find that state dependence (i.e., the status of an order

carrying over to the next one) and price pressure are the key drivers of unauthorized subcontracting. Buyer

reputation and lead time also play a role. Finally, we show that unauthorized subcontracting can be predicted

correctly for more than 80% of the orders in out-of-sample tests, and for about 70% of suppliers. This

indicates that retailers can use business analytics to predict unauthorized subcontracting and help prevent

it.
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1. Introduction

“Lack of transparency costs lives. It is impossible for companies to make sure human rights are

respected and that environmental practices are sound without knowing where their products are

made, who is making them and under what conditions. If you can’t see it, you don’t know it’s going

on and you can’t fix it.” (Moore et al. 2016)

1
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The Rana Plaza collapse in Bangladesh in April 2013, which killed 1,129 people, revealed to

the international community the non-compliant working conditions of many apparel workers in

developing countries. The major brands that had ongoing production at the Rana Plaza claimed

that they had not placed their orders to any of those factories (Kerppola et al. 2014). This was

not an isolated event. A few months earlier, a fire in the Tazreen Fashion factory on the outskirts

of Dhaka, Bangladesh, killed more than 100 workers. Products for a large U.S. retailer were found

at the Tarzeen facility, and though these garments were part of an order that had been placed at

an authorized factory, they ended up at the location of the fire due to unauthorized subcontract-

ing (Donaldson 2015). Over a decade, more than 1,800 apparel workers in Bangladesh died due

to workplace disasters, mostly at unauthorized factories (Clifford and Greenhouse 2013). Despite

multiple efforts launched following these disasters, the intricate network of unauthorized subcon-

tractors continues to exist (Drennan 2015). This is concerning for supply chains because of the risk

that the subcontractors might be non-compliant.

The lack of visibility from unauthorized subcontracting allows for obscure practices, especially

non-compliant working conditions. These practices have been endemic to the apparel industry in

developing countries for decades. The issue received worldwide attention with the incidents in

Bangladesh. However, many other incidents—possibly smaller in magnitude but no less grave—

have been reported in almost every developing country where apparel manufacturing takes place.

For instance, in China there was a recent case of a factory that diverted production of a major

Australian brand to a facility in North Korea where forced labor was employed (McKenzie and

Baker 2016). In Vietnam, a flurry of garments destined for suppliers of multinational companies

were being produced under degrading conditions in detention centers (Theuws 2015). In Cambodia,

a factory with unsafe working conditions was in the spotlight but the brands linked to the factory

dodged the blame saying that the orders had been rerouted without their permission (Robertson

and Heng 2014). These examples are limited to the cases that have been caught by the press. The

actual number of incidents is likely to be much larger.

Although most companies are already actively involved in improving suppliers’ working condi-

tions through codes of conduct, auditing, adherence to domestic and international regulations, etc.,

the complex nature of supply chains in the apparel industry makes it very difficult for retailers to

track where their products are actually manufactured. Often a supplier subcontracts an order to a

non-compliant third party without the buyer’s authorization or even knowledge (Donaldson 2017).

As a consequence, despite the multiple efforts from retailers, many violations of building codes and

labor standards remain unnoticed by the retailers. Of course, it is possible that a supplier subcon-

tracts an order to another factory that happens to be compliant. However, once an order has been

subcontracted without authorization, the buyer loses visibility and it is impossible to monitor the
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actual conditions in which the order has been produced. For this reason, knowing where clothes

are being made has become an industry imperative (Moore et al. 2016).

In this paper, we propose two research questions. First, what are the main drivers of unautho-

rized subcontracting? Second, can brands claim ignorance? In other words, when unauthorized

subcontracting takes place, could retailers have anticipated it and, therefore, prevented it?

To find a response to the first question, we run an empirical study to analyze the variables that are

correlated with unauthorized subcontracting using data from a middleman that matches retailers

with suppliers in several developing countries. The data spans eight months in 2013-14 and consists

of over 32,000 orders from 226 factories delivered to 30 buyers. Unauthorized subcontracting is

reported in 36.4% of the orders in our sample. However, we find that there are big differences

among factories. We observe three consistent patterns. For some factories, there is no incidence of

unauthorized subcontracting; for others, it occurs in 100% of the orders; and, for a third group

of factories, it happens occasionally. Most importantly, the propensity of each firm to engage in

unauthorized subcontracting emerges as an inherent characteristic or strategic choice that can be

(partially) inferred from past behavior.

We argue that factories’ unauthorized subcontracting behavior exhibits state dependence (Heck-

man 1981, Wooldridge 2010). That is, a factory that just delivered an order that was subcontracted

without authorization is more likely to do the same for the next order. We validate this hypothesis

by testing whether unauthorized subcontracting is autoregressive. The result is large in magnitude

and is statistically significant. We find that the probability of unauthorized subcontracting increases

by 87%, i.e., almost doubles, when the previous order at the same factory was also subcontracted

without authorization. Based on the extant literature, we analyze four additional order-level char-

acteristics that could drive unauthorized subcontracting. First, we find that price pressure (i.e.,

when the unit price of an order is below the historic baseline for a given category and factory)

is positively correlated with the probability of unauthorized subcontracting. For instance, when

the price is 25% lower than usual, the likelihood of unauthorized subcontracting increases by 9%.

Second, when the final buyer is a well-known brand, the probability of unauthorized subcontracting

is 22% lower. Third, orders with longer lead times—which is most common for basic products as

opposed to fashion items—are more likely to be subcontracted to unauthorized suppliers. We find

no evidence that more complex orders are more likely to be subcontracted. Our empirical approach

considers instrumental variables for state dependence, price, and lead time. Note that our data

was collected shortly after the Rana Plaza collapse, which increased the worldwide scrutiny on

unauthorized subcontracting. Therefore, our estimates are arguably conservative compared to a

business-as-usual scenario.
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For the second research question we use a simple linear prediction model to detect unauthorized

subcontracting at the order level. The model leverages our findings on the drivers of unauthorized

subcontracting. Therefore, it includes a factory (fixed) effect and order characteristics, such as

price pressure. We partition the data into training and testing subsamples and we find that more

than 82% of the test orders can be correctly predicted using the model calibrated with the training

dataset. Depending on data availability, the prediction accuracy can be above 90%. Moreover,

the proportion of false positives (type I errors) and false negatives (type II errors) in the out-

of-sample tests are well balanced. We also use a linear prediction model at the supplier level to

predict whether or not a supplier for whom we have no past subcontracting data will engage in

this behavior in the future. Our model has an accuracy between 63% and 80%. These results are

robust to the training and testing data split, which indicates that, to a great extent, unauthorized

subcontracting is predictable, and therefore can be managed.

Our work contributes to the literature on supplier compliance and supply chain visibility. The

goal of the study is not to incite finger-pointing between brands and suppliers but rather demon-

strate that the use of data and models can help in addressing the issue of unauthorized subcon-

tracting. For instance, some variation of our models can be embedded in a decision support system

to help inform the decision on where to place orders or what suppliers to work with. Our results

also show the need for more collaboration between buyers and suppliers. Though price is always

important, we find that working closely with the supplier to avoid situations (or states) that push

the factory into unauthorized subcontracting can also be effective. For instance, coordinated plan-

ning and scheduling can prevent periods of excessive workload. Implementing measures to reduce

unauthorized subcontracting can help buyers reduce compliance risk and increase supply chain

visibility.

In this paper, “subcontracting” will be used as a synonym of “unauthorized subcontracting”

unless explicitly stated that it is authorized. In addition, “supplier” and “factory” will be used

interchangeably as all of the factories in our data belong to different firms (suppliers).

2. Literature Review

Unauthorized subcontracting, before the Rana Plaza collapse, did not receive much attention in

the academic literature. However, two streams of literature are closely related to this topic: first,

papers related to compliance with environmental and labor standards; second, papers related to

supply chain design.

What determines factories’ compliance levels? Some of the factors listed in the literature are

policy-related and thus external to suppliers. For example, differences between countries, related to

differences in regulations and enforcement (M. Taplin 2014), and inspections and freedom of press
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(Toffel et al. 2015). In China, severe price pressure from Western buyers, short-term opportunism,

lack of observability, and corruption and passiveness in the government are factors that induce

suppliers to adulterate their products (Tang and Babich 2014). In addition to the social charac-

teristics of the supplier’s location and regulation levels, compliance levels are also a consequence

of buyers’ purchasing practices, such as pressure to deliver high-quality products at increasingly

short lead times and low prices (Barrientos and Smith 2007, Locke et al. 2009, Jiang 2009, Anner

et al. 2013, M. Taplin 2014, Anner 2018, 2019), the characteristics of supplier-buyer relationships

such as the length of their contract and their degree of involvement (Barrientos and Smith 2007,

Jiang 2009, Locke et al. 2007), and strategic decisions such as the adoption of lean manufacturing

standards (Distelhorst et al. 2016). The relationship between buyers’ sourcing practices and com-

pliance is well-studied in field surveys from NGOs and other non-academic institutions (Ashida

and Plinke 2004, Labowitz and Baumann-Pauly 2014, 2015, Vaughan-Whitehead and Pinedo Caro

2017). We study unauthorized subcontracting as a special case of compliance, and focus mainly on

its operational drivers. However, as opposed to the previous literature, which focuses on suppli-

ers’ compliance levels with relation to general lead time and price trends, we study unauthorized

subcontracting at the order level and observe how subcontracting decisions change under different

order characteristics.

A large part of the literature on compliance is focused on inspections and audits. Inspections can

decrease the incentive for the supplier to adulterate products (Babich and Tang 2012). However,

they can also be counterproductive since they can incentivize suppliers to decrease transparency

(Locke et al. 2007). In some circumstances, scheduled inspections are more efficient than random

ones as an incentive for the firm to disclose environmental violations (Kim 2015). Among the

papers on the effect of inspections in compliance, one is particularly related to our work: Plambeck

and Taylor (2016), who analyze the effects of audits on compliance with labor and environmental

standards, and on unauthorized subcontracting. They show that the potential for a supplier to

pass an audit through hiding reduces the optimal level of auditing for the buyer when either the

margin or the buyer’s damage for sourcing with violations is small. Their results hold for the case

of unauthorized subcontracting: when the supplier will likely be able to hide its subcontracting

behavior, more auditing from the buyer can backfire and cause the supplier to exert more effort in

hiding its subcontracting practices than in avoiding unauthorized subcontracting altogether.

Incentives and penalties to increase environmental and social compliance have been studied

extensively. Incentives have a higher effect than penalties in violation reduction (Porteous et al.

2015). Some mechanisms that can prevent suppliers from adulterating their products, in addition

to inspections, are deferred payments (Babich and Tang 2012), as well as supplier certification,

audits, and contingency payments (Chen and Lee 2016). The age and country of the supplier and
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its relationship type with the buyer are some factors that determine the incentives for suppliers

to adhere to environmental standards when buyers request it (Delmas and Montiel 2009). If we

focus on buyers, brand visibility and value, serving for European markets, and the density of

NGOs in the country where the buyer has its headquarters increase their sustainable sourcing

practices (Thorlakson et al. 2018). Suppliers are more likely to be compliant if they are in a

more regulated country, with higher freedom of press, and producing for buyers based in wealthier

countries with socially aware consumers (Toffel et al. 2015). In our paper we find a relationship

between unauthorized subcontracting and the buyer’s popularity; when the buyer is a major brand

that can suffer reputation damage, the penalty for unauthorized subcontracting is higher and so

its probability decreases.

With regard to supply chain structure, Orsdemir et al. (2019) find the optimal vertical integration

and compliance enforcement decision as a function of both the probability and the economic impact

of the public disclosure of a violation of standards. They conclude that supply chain partnership

can greatly improve an industry’s compliance. Different sourcing policies and the influence of

supplier competition on the supplier’s willingness to switch to a sustainable process are studied in

Agrawal and Lee (2019). Greater downstream competition, a more concentrated supplier base, and

a less flexible supply chain make a retailer more likely to source responsibly (Guo et al. 2016). In

a multi-tier supply chain, increased pressure from external stakeholders (consumers, NGOs, and

governments) can decrease supply chain responsibility when the manufacturer shifts from directly

monitoring all the supply chain to delegating such inspections (Huang et al. 2017). However, all

these works refer to supply chains in which all the tiers are known to the buyer, as opposed to our

work, in which buyers are not aware of the existence of second tier suppliers.

3. Research Setting
3.1. Data Collection

The data for this paper was obtained from M., a global supply chain manager (or “middleman”)

located in Asia that links buyers to suppliers and supervises the entire production process. The

middleman groups the buyer accounts into different lines of business. The dataset used in our

analysis represents all the orders in one line of business, L., which is mostly mass-market apparel

products for (lesser-known) brands in North America. The buyers and product categories in this

line of business are further described in Tables 4 and 5.

The middleman maintains a list of authorized factories. These are factories that have passed a

building compliance inspection.1 The middleman also performs a conformity audit of each order to

1 The suppliers are aware that this list exists and can request it at any point in time.
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ensure that it meets the agreed specifications.2 The conformity audits of the orders are independent

from the compliance inspection of the facilities. The latter happen infrequently (e.g., once a year)

and are performed by building inspectors. In contrast, the conformity audits are performed by

employees of the middleman for each order. These audits are usually preannounced and scheduled

during the order production to correct any defects.

In general, buyers allow their suppliers to use a third-party subcontractor to fulfill an order but

the supplier is expected to inform the buyer via the middleman. In practice, suppliers only inform

the buyer when the subcontractor belongs to the list of authorized factories. Hence, an instance

of unauthorized subcontracting occurs when a supplier does not inform the buyer and the order is

subcontracted to an unauthorized facility.

After the Rana Plaza collapse, the line of business L. decided to record when orders were subcon-

tracted to unauthorized factories, i.e., factories that were not on the authorized list. This informa-

tion was gathered during the routine conformity audit of each order. Suppliers were not informed

that their unauthorized subcontracting practices were being recorded and no penalty was applied.

In other words, the suppliers saw no changes and they continued with their regular practices. In

particular, if an order was subcontracted, the supplier would tell the conformity auditor where

it had been sent, just as they did prior to this study.3 Figure 1 shows a diagram of the process

through which buyers place orders to suppliers via the middleman.

Buyer places

order to

middleman

Middleman

places order

to authorized

supplier

Authorized

supplier

receives order

Middleman conducts

conformity audits

at supplier or

subcontractor

Supplier

delivers

order

Figure 1 Diagram of the process of a buyer placing an order through the middleman M.

3.2. Data Description and Limitations

Our data consists of all the orders delivered by the line of business L. in the eight months between

October 2013 and May 2014. There are 32,477 orders that span 226 factories, 30 buyers, and 34

categories. An order represents one observation in our dataset and it is defined as a purchase request

of an SKU from a buyer to a supplier through the middleman. The data contains characteristics

2 According to ISO 9000:2005 definition 3.6.1, conformity is fulfillment of a requirement. In this paper we reserve
the term “conformity” for order-level requirements and we use the term “compliance” for factory-level adherence to
(established) building, labor, and environmental regulations.

3 If an order was subcontracted, the conformity audit was performed at the subcontractor.
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of each order, the (original) factory where it was allocated, and the identification of the buyer.4

There is also a binary variable (USCij) stating whether the order was subcontracted (YES=1). A

sample of an observation (order) is given in Table 1. An additional dataset corresponding to orders

delivered between November 2010 and October 2013 was available. However, it did not contain

any information on unauthorized subcontracting, just order characteristics. This dataset was used

to compute the historical prices and specialization of each factory.

Factory ID Factory capacity Factory country Buyer ID Product category
XXXXXX 105 units/month Vietnam YYYYYY Sleepwear
Quantity Price PO date Scheduled due date Delivery date
144 units ZZZ USD/unit 2013-09-10 2013-12-12 2013-12-12
Unauthorized subcontracting (USC)
YES

Table 1 Example of one order. The factory, buyer and price information have been disguised.

Note that noncompliance can only happen at unauthorized facilities, as was the case in all the

disasters described in §1, but not all unauthorized facilities are necessarily non-compliant. In other

words, noncompliance implies unauthorized subcontracting but the converse implication is not

necessarily true. Hence, unauthorized subcontracting is not a direct measure of noncompliance

but rather should be seen as a proxy for increased compliance risk. Alternatively, an incident of

unauthorized subcontracting can be seen as a lack of supply chain visibility.

In terms of limitations, the data contains neither information on who the subcontractor was or

the date of the conformity audit, nor information about any orders that the factories produced

outside our dataset. Per our conversations with middleman M., buyers place their orders directly

to the suppliers when the product is very well established so advanced planning is easier and its

production does not require as much supervision. Therefore, the orders that we cannot observe do

not differ much from the orders in the dataset except for the novelty of the product. It is possible

that buyers use other middlemen for some orders but Table 2 shows that middleman M. uses a large

portion of its suppliers’ available capacity. Nevertheless, because of these limitations, we refrain

from making general industry statements and the findings are contingent to our specific dataset.

3.3. Data Exploration

Figure 2 shows a histogram of the percent of orders that each factory subcontracted without autho-

rization. As shown in the figure, unauthorized subcontracting is not evenly distributed among

factories. While some factories never subcontracted any order (Type A), others decided to subcon-

tract on an order-by-order basis (Type B), and a third group of factories subcontracted all of their

4 60 observations were discarded because their scheduled delivery date was earlier or equal to their purchase order
date. According to the middleman, these correspond to orders that had been placed to suppliers (over phone or
e-mail) but not introduced in the system until after they were finished.
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Figure 2 Histogram of percentage of orders in which unauthorized subcontracting occurred, by factory. The

green bar (left, factories that did not subcontract any orders), orange bars (middle, factories that subcontracted

some but not all of their orders), and red bar (right, factories that subcontracted all of their orders) correspond to

128, 72, and 26 factories, respectively.

production (Type C). In other words, suppliers’ baseline unauthorized subcontracting level is not

uniformly distributed but rather bimodal with large mass concentrations at 0% and 100%. As we

explain in §4 and §5, the differences in subcontracting behavior imply that we must account for

managerial decisions at the factory level, and not only for the characteristics of the orders that the

factories received. Table 2 reports summary statistics of the factories. From this table it can be

seen that most of the factories are located in China and that they produced orders for 1.4 buyers

on average. Though we do not have information on other buyers that the factories might have work

with, Table 2 shows that the workload due to orders from the middleman represents 42.8% of the

factory’s capacity on average with a large standard deviation (e.g., in one case, a factory delivered

more than three times its capacity to the middleman in a month).

Summary statistics of the orders in our data are shown in Table 3. There is a very large variation

in order size and lead time (counted as days from when an order is placed to when it is scheduled to

be delivered). The average lead time is 15.7 weeks or roughly four months. Only 5% of the orders

have a lead time of six weeks or less, which is the typical lead time for affordable fashion products

(Caro and Mart́ınez-de-Albéniz 2015). Therefore, the vast majority of the orders correspond to basic

and fashion-basic products.5 The variation in delay (measured as days from an order’s scheduled

delivery date to its actual delivery date) is rather small, meaning that for the most part deadlines

were met. Indeed, the average delay of 1.1 days is largely driven by a few orders with a large delay.

5 See §4.4 for definitions of basic and fashion-basic products.
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Mean St. dev. Min. Max. % Factories % Orders % USC
Factory descriptive statistics:
Number of orders delivered 143.4 270.6 1 2772 - - -
Number of categories produced 2.8 2.1 1 10 - - -
Number of buyers served 1.4 0.99 1 11 - - -
Orders from major brands (%) 1.9 10.4 0 100 - - -
Capacity (monthly units) 389,889 864,023 10,000 10,000,000 - - -
Utilization in a non-idle month (%) 42.8 51.6 0.21 322.0 - - -
Factory type:
Type A - Never subcontracted - - - - 56.6 35.6 0
Type B - Sometimes subcontracted - - - - 31.9 57.9 51.7
Type C - Always subcontracted - - - - 11.5 6.4 100
Factory location:
Bangladesh - - - - 10.6 12.7 0.15
Cambodia - - - - 5.8 5.4 52.0
China - - - - 59.7 54.8 48.0
Indonesia - - - - 6.6 13.1 16.0
Vietnam - - - - 9.3 9.1 54.5
Other - - - - 8.0 4.9 4.6

Table 2 Description of the factories. Utilization in a non-idle month is the number of units delivered during

every calendar month divided by the factory’s monthly capacity, averaged over the months in which factories

delivered at least one order. A major brand is one that has its own stores and website (see §4.6). The factory

types are defined in Figure 2.

Mean St. dev. Min. Max.
Order size (units) 2508 5828 1 240,491
Order lead time (days) 110 46 1 503
Order delivery delay (days) 1.1 7.3 -84 141

Table 3 Description of the orders. Delivery delay equals (actual) delivery date minus scheduled delivery. Lead

time equals scheduled delivery minus purchase order date.

Table 4 shows summary statistics of the buyers. It can be seen that, on average, the buyers

ordered products in 3.4 categories and that they worked with 10.7 different factories. The vast

majority of the orders came from buyers located in North America, and most of the buyers represent

brands that do not have their own stores or website. These smaller brands are more likely to use

the middleman M. for most of their sourcing, though there is no exclusivity agreement in place.

Finally, Table 5 contains a list of the top product categories in the data.

Mean St. dev. Min. Max. % Buyers % Orders % USC
Buyer descriptive statistics:
Orders placed 1080.6 2383.7 1 9648 - - -
Number of product categories ordered 3.4 3.3 1 11 - - -
Number of factories engaged with 10.7 17.5 1 60 - - -
Buyer recognition:
Major brand (has own stores and website) - - - - 46.7 2.2 5.9
Not major brand - - - - 53.3 97.8 37.1
Buyer location:
North America - - - - 63.4 99.3 36.6
Asia - - - - 13.3 0.18 0.0
Europe - - - - 10.0 0.21 0.0
Other - - - - 13.3 0.35 0.0

Table 4 Description of the buyers.
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% Orders % Units # Factories # Buyers % USC
Bottoms 6.7 9.7 72 9 45.1
Dresses 3.2 1.9 35 8 39.5
Jackets 1.6 1.2 32 8 52.4
Pants 8.3 7.1 79 8 34.9
Polos 6.2 6.1 25 7 60.5
Sets 11.8 11.2 42 2 65.0
Shirts 17.0 8.6 63 22 23.4
Sleepwear 6.8 11.5 12 4 21.0
Swimwear 3.0 2.8 13 2 21.8
Tops 19.8 23.7 126 11 32.1
T-shirts 6.5 3.9 33 8 19.4
Other 9.1 12.2 97 14 35.7

Table 5 Descriptive statistics of the top 11 product categories. # Factories is the number of factories that

produced products in a category. # Buyers is the number of buyers that placed orders in a category.

4. Hypotheses

The dependent variable in our analysis is the binary variable USCij that equals 1 if unauthorized

subcontracting occurred, i.e., it equals 1 when order j of supplier i was subcontracted to a factory

that was not on the authorized list of the middleman M. We propose six hypotheses to explain the

main drivers of USCij that we test using the variables described below. Note that the academic

literature on unauthorized subcontracting is meager, so we support some of our hypotheses drawing

from the related literature on compliance.

4.1. State Dependence

Hypothesis 1. Unauthorized subcontracting is more likely when the previous order in the same

factory was subcontracted.

A factory can be seen as a queueing system in which the state is given by the queue length

or workload (Buzacott and Shanthikumar 1993). When the queue of orders becomes too long,

unauthorized subcontracting is used as an overflow valve (Labowitz and Baumann-Pauly 2014,

2015). One can think of an implicit threshold that triggers this mechanism. When the queue length

exceeds the threshold, the supplier resorts to unauthorized subcontracting to bring the system

back under control. Then, unauthorized subcontracting must exhibit state dependence because

two consecutive orders see similar workloads when they join the queue, especially if the factory

is operating close to capacity. Indeed, if the queue exceeds the threshold for one order, then it is

likely that the queue will exceed the threshold for the next order as well.6

Factories might operate close to capacity due to several factors. First, more orders means more

business, which eventually translates into higher revenues. Second, rejecting an order can set a

precedent and factories might fear that the buyer will not place orders there in the future. In

6 In the classic M/M/1 queue, the chance that an incoming order finds a queue longer than the previous order is
equal to ρ

/
(1 + ρ), which is increasing in the utilization level ρ.
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particular, the factories in our dataset dedicate a substantial amount of their capacity to the

middleman M. and typically produce for a very small number of buyers (see Table 2). This is

also shown in other studies surveying suppliers in developing countries (Vaughan-Whitehead and

Pinedo Caro 2017, Anner 2019). Third, some factories exhibit poor production planning, such as

lack of awareness of the critical path and inaccurate forecasting of the necessary time to complete

an order (Hurst et al. 2005). Finally, buyers that have invested in improving the compliance of

their suppliers inadvertently make those suppliers more attractive to other “free-riding” buyers

that will also want to place their orders there (Greenhouse 2013, Plambeck and Taylor 2016).

We test Hypothesis 1 by introducing an autoregressive term USCi,j−1 in our regression model.

We also include factory fixed effects and several sets of dummies in order to distinguish between

structural and spurious dependence (Heckman 1981). We acknowledge that in addition to high

utilization, there can be other causes of state dependence. An alternative explanation is that

factories could be making subcontracting decisions for batches of orders instead of one by one. For

instance, if two consecutive orders are color variations of the same garment, it would not make

sense (in terms of setup costs) for the supplier to subcontract only one of them.

4.2. Price Pressure

Hypothesis 2. Unauthorized subcontracting is more likely for orders that have a lower unit

price.

A lower price makes an order less profitable and could give the supplier incentives to divert it to

an unauthorized third party which has lower production costs by being non-compliant (Anas 2019).

This is a common view in the public press (Goodman 2013) and is supported by industry-wide

surveys (Barrientos and Smith 2007, Vaughan-Whitehead and Pinedo Caro 2017). Several studies

in the operations literature report results linking price pressure to non-compliant behavior. For

instance, Jiang (2009) reports that price pressure is one of the main reasons that led to violations of

supplier codes of conduct. Similarly, Tang and Babich (2014) mention that pressure from Western

manufacturers to deliver products at persistently lower prices is a crucial factor that pushes Chinese

suppliers to “cut corners”. In contrast, the work by Plambeck and Taylor (2016) shows that, under

a certain backfiring condition, price pressure could lead to less unauthorized subcontracting, which

could seem to run against Hypothesis 2. However, the backfiring condition is unlikely to hold in

our setting since there was no additional compliance inspection effort when the data was collected

and unauthorized subcontracting was not penalized.

We measure price pressure by comparing the unit price of an order with the historical average in

the same factory and category. Specifically, let Priceij be the unit price of order j at factory i. Let

c be the product category of order j and let P c
i be the average price for category c at factory i using
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all the orders of category c delivered by factory i during the calendar year prior to the delivery

date of order j. Then we define the continuous variable RelPriceFCij =
Priceij −P c

i

P c
i

. Note that

the definition of RelPriceFCij is consistent with the notion of price pressure described in Jiang

(2009) where factory managers felt pressure when the price they were paid for an order was lower

than their usual price for that type of product. We test alternative measures of price pressure as

robustness checks in the e-companion.

4.3. Time Pressure

Hypothesis 3. Unauthorized subcontracting is more likely for orders that have a short lead

time.

An important reason why factories engage in (authorized) subcontracting is to minimize the

completion time of their orders (Vairaktarakis 2013). The same reason holds for unauthorized

subcontracting. Moreover, the market is changing rapidly: tighter lead times because of later sample

approval and last-minute alterations to product specifications put increased pressure on factories.

Buyers will often delay their purchasing decisions as long as possible to observe early demand or to

react to what their competitors do (Ashida and Plinke 2004, Barrientos and Smith 2007, Vaughan-

Whitehead and Pinedo Caro 2017, Anner 2019). For their part, suppliers are reluctant to reject

orders for fear of lost business (cf. §4.1), so they accept them even if the lead time is infeasible.

Vaughan-Whitehead and Pinedo Caro (2017) found that most suppliers surveyed considered that

30-50% of orders they received had insufficient lead times and 31% turned to subcontracting.

Similarly, Anner (2019) estimates that from 2011 to 2016 lead times decreased by 8%, and this

time pressure impacts workers in the form of overtime and unauthorized subcontracting.

We test Hypothesis 3 using the variable LeadT imeij, which counts the number of days between

the date when order j was placed to factory i and the order’s scheduled delivery date. We use this

same variable to test a competing hypothesis for lead times that is described next.

4.4. Fashion vs. Basics

Hypothesis 4. Unauthorized subcontracting is more likely for orders that have a long lead time.

We propose a competing hypothesis regarding lead times. A key attribute of mass-market apparel

products is the fashion component, i.e., how “fashionable” or “trendy” a product is (Abernathy

et al. 1999). This attribute can be thought as a continuous variable from 0% to 100% fashionable.

Measuring it can be hard, but a good proxy is lead times (Caro and Mart́ınez-de-Albéniz 2015,

Lago et al. 2016). On one end of the spectrum are the affordable fashion products that follow

the high-end fashion trends, and therefore, must be produced with short lead times of typically

six weeks or less (Caro 2012). On the other end are the basic items that correspond to perennial
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products with little novelty that are produced every season (e.g., plain color T-shirts) and have

lead times of six months or more. In between fashion and basics there is a large segment that can

be cataloged as fashion-basics, which are variations of basics with some minimal added design that

give a “feel for fashion” (H&M 2010). Fashion-basics usually have lead times ranging from two to

six months depending on their trendiness.

Informal factories that act as unauthorized subcontractors are mostly small and less sophisti-

cated (Labowitz and Baumann-Pauly 2015, Donaldson 2017). These factories are more prone to

focus on basics because they lack the capability to produce fashion items, which have special aes-

thetic elements to make them unique. Hence, one can postulate that—all else being equal, including

price—unauthorized subcontracting increases when the lead time is longer because it corresponds

to orders of less sophisticated products (basics) produced at informal factories. Note that an alter-

native explanation for this effect is recency bias, i.e., humans’ tendency to heavily discount past

information (Cushing and Ahlawat 1996, Erev and Haruvy 2013). In other words, orders that have

been placed long ago in the past are not salient to factory managers. These orders remain for-

gotten and are not taken into account in production planning so managers resort to unauthorized

subcontracting when they finally notice an approaching deadline.

4.5. Factory Specialization

Hypothesis 5. Unauthorized subcontracting is more likely for orders of categories other than

the factory’s specialization.

In the strategy literature it is well understood that specialization can be a source of competitive

advantage (Dyer 1996). Moreover, production switchovers are costly in a multi-product manufac-

turing setting and are hard to manage (Rosa-Hatko and Gunn 1997, Cheng et al. 2000), which

reinforces the specialization in a smaller set of products. Once a factory is specialized, activities

that are outside its core are natural candidates to be outsourced to a third party. The latter is

supported by the usual outsourcing frameworks in operations strategy (Van Mieghem 2008).

The factories in our dataset exhibit a high degree of specialization. Table 2 shows that the

factories produce fewer than three product categories on average. In fact, 73% of the factories

produced at most three product categories, and only two factories produced 10 different product

categories. Therefore, we hypothesize that an order of a product category that a factory does not

produce very often may have a higher probability of being subcontracted because it is outside the

factory’s core activities. A complementary view is that the factory might not have the technical

capability, or might simply want to avoid production switchovers, so this specific order is more

complex for the factory. Note that the degree of complexity is specific to each factory-category
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pair. For instance, an order of pants may be complex for a factory that is specialized in sweaters,

but not complex for a factory that regularly produces pants.

To measure factory specialization, we need to take into account what types of products each

factory produces more often. Hence, we define PropThisCategoryij as the proportion of orders

at factory i of the same category as order j during the calendar year prior to when order j was

delivered. We use the continuous variable PropThisCategoryij to test Hypothesis 5.

4.6. Buyer Reputation

Hypothesis 6. Unauthorized subcontracting is less likely when the buyer is a well-known brand.

The evidence in practice has demonstrated that stronger brands face a higher cost and more

reputation damage when disasters related to non-compliance occur. After the Rana Plaza collapse,

some of the famous retailers whose products were being made there had to pay compensations to

families of the victims (Butler 2014, Smithers 2015). There is also evidence that “name and shame”

schemes are more effective with high-profile brands (Lee and Plambeck 2009). For instance, Apple

agreed to monitor the pollution of its factories after being exposed by the Institute of Public and

Environment Affairs (IPE), which is a nonprofit organization based in China (Nuttall 2012).

Given the empirical evidence, a standard assumption in supply chain compliance models is that

the buyer faces a penalty if the supplier commits a compliance violation (Plambeck and Taylor

2016, Guo et al. 2016, Caro et al. 2018, Huang et al. 2017). This penalty is higher for buyers that

have more at stake and intuitively it should lead to actions that induce the supplier to be more

socially responsible. Indeed, Plambeck and Taylor (2016) show that unauthorized subcontracting

is less frequent when the buyer has more at stake as long as compliance auditing efforts do not

backfire.7 Similarly, Huang et al. (2017) find that greater pressure focused on the retailer decreases

the chance of a violation in the supply chain.

We postulate that unauthorized subcontracting is less likely for an order placed by a well-

known brand. This could be because the well-known brand will exert a higher effort in preventing

irresponsible behavior, as in the single-period models cited above, or it could simply be because

the damage cost of the supplier is correlated with the violation penalty faced by the buyer. Indeed,

suppliers know that, should a disaster happen, the attention of the press will be higher for orders

of well-known brands and any penalty faced by these brands could spill over to them.

Some of the buyers placing orders to factories in our data correspond to major retailing brands,

while others are distributors or brands that are not as well-known to the public. To test Hypothesis

6, we use the variable BuyerIsMajorBrandij, which takes value 1 if the buyer that placed order j

7 Proposition 12 in Plambeck and Taylor (2016) requires that the supplier does not have incentives to hide its behavior,
which was the case in our setting.
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at factory i has its own website and its own network of stores, and 0 otherwise. The buyers in our

data that we labeled as major brands correspond to retailers with hundreds of stores in multiple

countries and an online store in their website, whereas the other buyers sold through third-party

retail channels, e.g., department stores.8.

5. Methods and Results
5.1. Model Specification

We propose the following linear regression model to explain unauthorized subcontracting:

USCij = αUSCi,j−1 +βxij + fi + εij, (1)

where fi are time-invariant factory fixed effects and εij is the error term. The vector xij con-

tains the independent variables used to test the hypotheses, i.e., RelPriceFCij, LeadT imeij,

PropThisCategoryij, and BuyerIsMajorBrandij, as well as the control LogOrderSizeij, which

is the logarithm of the size of order j at factory i. Table 6 shows descriptive statistics of these

variables. Collinearity is discussed in the e-companion.

Mean St. dev. Min. Max.
USC 0.364 0.481 0 1
RelPriceFC -0.008 0.253 -0.879 4.103
LeadTime 110 46 1 503
PropThisCategory 0.610 0.351 0.001 1
BuyerIsMajorBrand 0.022 0.147 0 1
LogOrderSize 6.695 1.626 0 12.390

Mean St. dev. Min. Max.
USC 0.517 0.500 0 1
RelPriceFC -0.011 0.264 -0.879 4.103
LeadTime 110 40 2 436
PropThisCategory 0.589 0.359 0.001 1
BuyerIsMajorBrand 0.019 0.135 0 1
LogOrderSize 6.665 1.606 0 12.390

Mean St. dev. Min. Max.
USC 0.059 0.235 0 1
RelPriceFC 0.082 0.119 -0.335 0.808
LeadTime 124 49 9 436
PropThisCategory 0.869 0.313 0.022 1
BuyerIsMajorBrand 1 0 1 1
LogOrderSize 6.878 1.092 3.296 9.855

Mean St. dev. Min. Max.
USC 0.371 0.483 0 1
RelPriceFC -0.010 0.254 -0.879 4.103
LeadTime 110 46 1 503
PropThisCategory 0.604 0.349 0.001 1
BuyerIsMajorBrand 0 0 0 0
LogOrderSize 6.691 1.636 0 12.390

Table 6 Descriptive statistics of the regression variables, using the full dataset (top left), the subsample of

type B factories (top right), orders delivered to buyers who are major brands (bottom left), and orders delivered

to buyers who are not major brands (bottom right).

We use a linear model in order to introduce multiple fixed effects. An alternative probit model

with random effects is described in the e-companion. The factory-level fixed effect fi in Equation (1)

captures the factory effect that is apparent in Figure 2 and it accounts for the idiosyncratic baseline

of unauthorized subcontracting of each factory, i.e., the factory’s managerial decision on how often

to subcontract on average. This (unobservable) fixed effect can also be viewed as the supplier’s

8 It is common in the literature to identify major buyers as those that are publicly traded. However, such criteria
does not discriminate in our setting because 99.8% of the orders were placed by publicly traded companies; most
non-major brands in our dataset are subsidiaries of publicly traded companies
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intrinsic ethical level, which is a common assumption in theoretical models (e.g., see Chen and

Lee 2016). To mitigate possible sources of omitted variable bias, we introduce additional dummy

variables for product category, delivery month, and buyer.9 Finally, factories may be strategic

about which orders to subcontract depending on the order size. Therefore, we control for order

size using the variable LogOrderSizeij. We opt for a logarithmic form given the large variability

of order quantities.

Since the right hand side in Equation (1) has a lagged variable and a fixed effect, we rely on the

first difference equation ∆USCij = α∆USCi,j−1 + β∆xij + ∆εij and the Arellano-Bond estimator

(Wooldridge 2010, Greene 2003, Cameron and Trivedi 2005, 2010). Following the Arellano-Bond

approach, the correlation between ∆USCi,j−1 and ∆εij is addressed by using USCi,j−2 as an

instrumental variable (IV). This is a strong instrument, as ∆USCi,j−1 and USCi,j−2 are highly

correlated. It is also a valid one as it is uncorrelated with the error term, insofar the errors ∆εij

are not autocorrelated (we check the veracity of this assumption in the e-companion).

There is a possibility of simultaneity between price and unauthorized subcontracting. If either the

buyer or the middleman have some visibility on a factory’s past subcontracting behavior, they will

use this information to set the prices they offer, i.e., a factory’s past unauthorized subcontracting

may affect the current prices of the orders it receives. For instance, the buyer can decide to offer

a low price for an order to a supplier if it suspects that the supplier will likely subcontract it, and

so it will be less costly to produce if not all safety standards are met. To account for the possible

endogeneity of the price pressure variable, we also use an IV approach: RelPriceFCi,j−2 will serve

as an instrument for ∆RelPriceFCi,j. Similarly, a factory’s past unauthorized subcontracting

may affect its current orders’ lead times. Therefore, we also use an IV approach to tackle the

possible endogeneity of the lead time variable: we instrument ∆LeadT imei,j with its second lag,

LeadT imei,j−2. Note that, to be able to include second lags of the dependent variable and the

price and lead time covariates as instruments, we need to remove the first two observations of each

factory from the regression. We discuss the possibility that the variable BuyerIsMajorBrandij is

also endogenous in the e-companion.

The coefficients of our regression model were computed using generalized method of moments

in Stata 14.2 with the command xtabond (Baum et al. 2015). In the e-companion, we test the

robustness of our results to a different estimation technique, the two-step least squares (or Hsiao

estimator).

9 When buyer dummies are introduced we have to drop the variable BuyerIsMajorBrandij due to collinearity.
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5.2. Results

Table 7 shows the coefficient estimates of the Arellano-Bond regression. We show the results for

two datasets: (i) including all the factories in our data, and (ii) including only type B factories

(those that subcontracted some, but not all, of their orders). The reason for running our regression

using this subsample is that these are the factories whose unauthorized subcontracting behavior

was established on an order-by-order basis and not as a decision that determined all their orders, so

individual order characteristics should have a stronger correlation with the decision to subcontract

than for factories whose behavior is fixed and constant over time.

Unauthorized subcontracting
Arellano-Bond

(1) (2) (3) (4)
USCi,j−1 0.315∗∗∗ 0.313∗∗∗ 0.314∗∗∗ 0.310∗∗∗

(0.0257) (0.0257) (0.0225) (0.0225)

RelPriceFC -0.130∗∗ -0.134∗∗ -0.139∗∗ -0.143∗∗

(0.0490) (0.0487) (0.0500) (0.0527)

LeadTime 0.000842∗∗∗ 0.000839∗∗∗ 0.000988∗∗ 0.000966∗∗

(0.000239) (0.000231) (0.000356) (0.000352)

PropThisCategory 0.0324 0.00568 0.00902 -0.00796
(0.0325) (0.0300) (0.0303) (0.0308)

BuyerIsMajorBrand -0.0806∗∗∗ -0.0767∗∗∗ -0.0858∗∗∗

(0.0150) (0.0211) (0.0190)

LogOrderSize -0.00417 -0.00423 -0.00395 -0.00415
(0.00277) (0.00282) (0.00240) (0.00259)

Category dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes Yes
Buyer dummies No No No Yes
N 31955 31955 31955 31955
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Unauthorized subcontracting
Arellano-Bond

(1) (2) (3) (4)
USCi,j−1 0.314∗∗∗ 0.312∗∗∗ 0.314∗∗∗ 0.310∗∗∗

(0.0246) (0.0246) (0.0203) (0.0204)

RelPriceFC -0.139∗∗ -0.145∗∗ -0.146∗∗ -0.150∗∗

(0.0511) (0.0498) (0.0496) (0.0532)

LeadTime 0.000831∗∗ 0.000837∗∗∗ 0.00109∗∗ 0.00107∗∗

(0.000259) (0.000247) (0.000363) (0.000366)

PropThisCategory 0.0537 0.0191 0.0149 -0.0131
(0.0508) (0.0570) (0.0556) (0.0564)

BuyerIsMajorBrand -0.0830∗∗ -0.0831∗∗ -0.0998∗∗

(0.0271) (0.0322) (0.0305)

LogOrderSize -0.00574 -0.00585 -0.00498 -0.00553
(0.00370) (0.00376) (0.00309) (0.00340)

Category dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes Yes
Buyer dummies No No No Yes
N 18625 18625 18625 18625
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 7 Coefficients of the Arellano-Bond regression, using all the data (left) and the subsample of type B

factories (right).

As shown in the left panel of Table 7, the coefficient for the lagged dependent variable is positive

and highly significant, ranging from 0.310 to 0.315, robust to the inclusion of category, buyer and

month dummies. The interpretation of this coefficient is that, when a factory subcontracts an order,

the next order this factory delivers is about 31 percentage points more likely to be subcontracted

too than if the previous order had not been subcontracted (all else equal). The USCi,j−1 coefficient

is similar if we only use the 72 type B factories and is still highly significant (p < 0.001). Hence, we

find support for Hypothesis 1 as unauthorized subcontracting in our dataset exhibits a high and

significant level of state dependence. The magnitude of this coefficient must be emphasized. To see

this, consider that the overall prevalence or baseline of unauthorized subcontracting is 36%. Then,

the state dependence coefficient almost doubles the chance of unauthorized subcontracting with

respect to the baseline.
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The second largest coefficient in magnitude is that of price pressure. It ranges from −0.143 to

−0.130 for the full sample and is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. This result supports

Hypothesis 2 and means that, when a buyer offers a unit price for an order that is lower than the

factory’s usual price for that product category, the probability of unauthorized subcontracting is

higher. For instance, if the price pressure of an order is such that the unit price is 25% lower than

the usual price, the chance of unauthorized subcontracting would increase by at least (−13.0)×

(−25%) = 3.3 percentage points, or 9%. When we consider only type B factories in the regression,

the coefficients of the price pressure variable are larger in magnitude and range from -0.150 to

-0.139.

Regarding lead times, the coefficients of the variable LeadT imeij are positive and statistically

significant at the 0.01 level, ranging from 0.000842 to 0.000988. Hence, we find support for Hypoth-

esis 4 and not for Hypothesis 3. When an order is placed earlier with respect to its scheduled

due date, the probability that it is subcontracted is higher. Every extra day is associated with an

increase in the probability of unauthorized subcontracting of around 0.09 percentage points, or

0.25%. This estimate supports the notion that orders of basic (i.e., less sophisticated) products are

more likely to be subcontracted than fashion items because the former have markedly longer lead

times than the latter. For instance, the chance of unauthorized subcontracting for a basic product

with a typical six-month lead time is 18% higher than the average order in our sample (cf. Table

3), all else being equal.

The coefficients for the binary variable BuyerIsMajorBrandij range from -0.0806 to -0.0767

(p < 0.001) for the full sample. Hence, an order for a major brand is about eight percentage points

less likely to be subcontracted. Since the overall unauthorized subcontracting baseline is 36%, we

find that orders from major brands in the full sample are 22% less likely to be subcontracted. For

the subsample of type B factories, the coefficient magnitude ranges from -0.0998 to -0.0830. Like

in the case of price pressure, type B factories are more sensitive to specific characteristics of the

orders when making the decision of whether to subcontract them. Our findings support Hypotheses

6. We further explore the role of the buyer by considering time-varying buyer characteristics and

a supplier-buyer panel structure in Appendix the e-companion.

Finally, the coefficient estimates for the variable PropThisCategij were statistically insignificant

in all cases. Hence, we do not find support for Hypotheses 5 at the order level.

6. Prediction

In §5 we analyzed the factors driving unauthorized subcontracting. We now aim to predict which

orders have a high probability of being subcontracted. In other words, would retailers be able

to know that a certain order is likely to be subcontracted so to make better sourcing decisions?
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Predicting binary events is a deeply researched topic in finance, for instance to predict bankruptcy

or financial distress (Sarkar and Sriram 2001, Alan and Lapré 2018), but now it is also becoming

more common in other areas, including supply chain management. In fact, predicting unauthorized

subcontracting was the original motivation of the middleman M. that sparked this research project.

Our goal here is to show how well the middleman or a retailer could do with simple linear models

based on the findings from §5. We acknowledge that more sophisticated models are likely to perform

even better, but that is beyond the scope of this paper. We rather want to illustrate that middlemen

and buyers could predict when orders might be subcontracted to better inform their purchasing

decisions.

To study how much future unauthorized subcontracting can be predicted, we divide our data

in two subsets, training and test. The training data is used to estimate the coefficients of a linear

regression model, while the test data is used to make out-of-sample predictions and quantify how

accurate they are. To divide the observations between training and test we sort them by order

delivery date and then split it; the reason for not randomizing them before partitioning is that the

goal of this analysis is using knowledge of the past to predict the future, so we need to keep the

chronological order. To check the robustness of our prediction, we repeat this procedure several

times using different proportions of data in each subset (from 20% training and 80% test, to 80%

and 20%).

Once the data is divided, we fit four different linear models with the training dataset. First,

a model containing the following variables: RelPriceFCij, LeadT imeij, PropThisCategoryij,

BuyerIsMajorBrandij, LogOrderSizeij, and a whole set of product category dummies. We call

these order-level variables, since they vary order to order. Note that this model does not take into

account any information about the factory’s willingness to subcontract or not, but does contain,

implicitly, information on the factory’s reference prices and specialization. The second linear model

we fit contains the previous variables, plus a set of factory dummies, which measure each factory’s

idiosyncratic baseline degree of unauthorized subcontracting during the training dataset months,

representing its managerial decision on whether or not to subcontract, and how much. Third, we

fit a linear model containing the order-level variables and the lagged variable USCi,j−1 to capture

the unauthorized subcontracting status of the previous order delivered by the factory. Finally, we

fit a hybrid model that combines information on factory type (see Figure 2) with order-level vari-

ables. We first classify factories depending on their type in the training data: factories that during

the training period did not subcontract at all (they belonged to type A during that time) are

predicted to continue being type A and not subcontract during the test period; similarly, factories

that subcontracted all their orders during the training period are predicted to subcontract all their

orders during the test period. For factories that subcontracted some orders (but not all) during
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the training period we fit a linear model with order-level variables (without lag or factory fixed

effects).

After fitting the linear models, we compute the predicted probabilities of unauthorized subcon-

tracting for the orders in the test dataset and apply the following classification rule: if the predicted

probability of unauthorized subcontracting of a given order is greater than a threshold τ , we pre-

dict it will, indeed, be subcontracted; if it is τ or smaller, we predict it will not. Figure 3 shows the

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for each model, and Table 8 shows the area under

each ROC curve, obtained by varying the threshold τ between 0 and 1. If we set τ = 0.5, which is

arguably the most parsimonious choice, we obtain the accuracies shown in Table 9, and the Type

I and II errors shown in Table 10.

We use two baseline models as a benchmark. The first one is a random model: for every order

in the test data, we predict whether it will be subcontracted by drawing a random number in the

discrete set {0,1}. The second baseline model is to predict every order to have the most likely

outcome (to not be subcontracted). The realized ROC curves, AUC, accuracies, and type I and

II errors of these models are also shown in Figure 3 and Tables 8-10. Note that the accuracy of

these models differs from the theoretical one (0.5 and 0.64, respectively) due to seasonality in the

data. For instance, in the 80%-20% split, unauthorized subcontracting is almost 50% during the

test period, so for this split the naive baseline model (USC = 0) will have a large number of false

negatives. Note also that the two baseline models have the same ROC curve (their FPR and TPR

is the same for all thresholds, given a split).

Training-test 20%-80% 40%-60% 60%-40% 80%-20%
Baseline (two models) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Order variables 0.691 0.6403 0.5874 0.5663
Order + factory FE 0.9124 0.9108 0.9052 0.8912
Order + lagged USC 0.9442 0.9328 0.9254 0.9265
Order + factory type 0.9079 0.8857 0.886 0.8113

Table 8 Area under the ROC curve of the linear prediction at the order level.

Training-test 20%-80% 40%-60% 60%-40% 80%-20%
Baseline (random) 0.5018 0.4983 0.4974 0.4944
Baseline (USC=0) 0.6233 0.606 0.5685 0.4786
Order variables 0.6673 0.6371 0.5797 0.5117
Order + factory FE 0.8387 0.8512 0.8502 0.8246
Order + lagged USC 0.9359 0.9266 0.9205 0.92
Order + factory type 0.7983 0.784 0.805 0.6786

Table 9 Accuracy of the linear prediction at the order level.
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Figure 3 ROC curve of the linear prediction for our four different models (order variables, order variables +

factory FE, order variables + lagged unauthorized subcontracting, order variables + factory type), using 20% of

the data for training and 80% for test (upper left), 40%-60% (upper right), 60%-40% (bottom left), and

80%-20% (bottom right).

As we can see in Tables 8-10, including a factory fixed effect improves all metrics significantly; in

particular, the accuracy of the prediction is greater than 0.82. Hence, the middleman can correctly

predict whether or not unauthorized subcontracting will occur for more than 82% of the orders,

and can do so using information at his disposal. If it were possible to observe the factory’s decision

for every order it produced, then by adding a lagged dependent variable it would be possible to

predict unauthorized subcontracting with more than 92% accuracy. However, knowing every fac-

tory decision might not be realistic. Using only order-level variables, without fixed effects, leads to

a lower accuracy (51-66%) due to the number of false negatives: of all the orders that were subcon-

tracted, the model is able to predict only 20-30% of them (see Table 10). If the only information

that is known about a supplier’s past is its type, then our model’s accuracy is around 79%, except
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Training-test 20%-80% 40%-60% 60%-40% 80%-20%
Baseline (random) Type I 0.4999 0.5066 0.5017 0.504

Type II 0.4954 0.4941 0.5038 0.507
Baseline (USC=0) Type I 0 0 0 0

Type II 1 1 1 1
Order variables Type I 0.0537 0.1572 0.18 0.176

Type II 0.7943 0.6792 0.7368 0.7749
Order + factory FE Type I 0.0791 0.108 0.1639 0.2804

Type II 0.2973 0.2116 0.1314 0.079
Order + lagged USC Type I 0.0517 0.061 0.0687 0.0828

Type II 0.0846 0.0924 0.0939 0.0775
Order + factory type Type I 0.1021 0.1487 0.1983 0.2836

Type II 0.3567 0.3149 0.1905 0.3561
Table 10 Type I and II errors of the linear prediction at the order level.

for the 80%-20% split, in which it decreases to 67%. If we look at this model’s ROC curve and the

area underneath, they are fairly similar to those of the linear model with factory fixed effects when

the training dataset is small but, as its size increases (more precise information about factories’

past becomes available), these two models’ metrics become increasingly different.

One caveat of the prediction models presented here is that they are highly affected by seasonality

patterns in unauthorized subcontracting, which are driven by the peaks of workload in different

times of the year. This makes the accuracy of the prediction actually decrease when the size of the

training dataset increases. Unfortunately, we only have eight months of data, which means that

we cannot include any seasonality variable in our prediction. However, this issue would be solved

if more data became available. An additional cause for the decrease in accuracy when the training

dataset is larger is overfitting: the accuracy ratio between training and test is increasing in the

size of the training dataset. A full implementation would have to take care of these details but the

starting point provided here is already quite promising. Note that this prediction model relies on

factories’ past data. In the e-companion, we propose a model to predict whether a supplier will

engage in unauthorized subcontracting when there is no information about its past behavior.

7. Discussion and Managerial Insights

Unauthorized subcontracting in the apparel industry is a problem that needs attention. Most

disclosed severe violations of labor standards and industrial catastrophes occur in second tier

suppliers that retailers have not authorized. In this paper, we have shown that this problem can

be addressed, as it is predictable and related to some operational variables that buyers can act on.

We proposed two research questions. As the main drivers of unauthorized subcontracting, we

first observe a great amount of autocorrelation between orders at the same factory. An order is 87%

more likely to be subcontracted without authorization if the previous order by the same factory

was also subcontracted. Price pressure is another driver of unauthorized subcontracting: an order
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with a unit price 10% lower than the factory’s average for that product category, which happens

for one in every three orders in our data, is 4% more likely to be subcontracted, and an order with

a price pressure of 25%, which happens 12% of the times, is 9% more likely to be subcontracted

without the buyer’s authorization. Every additional day in an order’s lead time is associated with

an increase of 0.2% in its probability of being subcontracted, which suggests that basic products—

which have longer lead times—are more likely to be subcontracted than fashion products. Orders

produced for a buyer that is a major brand are 22% less likely to be subcontracted. We find no

individual effect of factory specialization on the probability of unauthorized subcontracting.

The results in this paper show that buyers should study suppliers’ past unauthorized subcontract-

ing behavior before starting to work with them but also that they could minimize the probability of

each individual order being subcontracted by not exerting price pressure and by monitoring suppli-

ers’ workload closely to avoid overutilization. Knowing that factories suffer from poor production

planning (Hurst et al. 2005), buyers should collaborate with their suppliers and offer training and

consulting to help them organize their production efficiently, as well as develop the technical capa-

bilities that each product type requires (Locke et al. 2007, Bloom et al. 2013, Kraft et al. 2020).

On a larger scale, similar to Caro et al. (2018), there is an opportunity for buyer consortiums that

jointly monitor their suppliers to avoid overutilization. In the case of intermediaries, they can also

work closely with brands to help them plan their orders, taking into account the workload upstream

in the supply chain. This approach seems more plausible for basic apparel. For fashion products,

buyers can try to emulate the strategy followed by the Spanish retailer Zara, which consists in

operating reasonably below capacity on average to ensure rapid response times (Caro 2012). Of

course, these operational measures are complements, not substitutes, of regulations on purchasing

practices from brands (Anner et al. 2013, M. Taplin 2014), pressure from consumers and society

(M. Taplin 2014, Toffel et al. 2015, Thorlakson et al. 2018), and laws on working conditions and

supplier practices, which may work even under limited enforcement (Bastani and de Zegher 2019).

For our second research question, we have proposed a simple prediction method to detect which

orders will be subcontracted. The data is split between a training set, that is used to estimate

the model’s parameters, and a test set. By knowing the fraction of orders that the factory sub-

contracted during the training period, plus each order’s specific characteristics, we can predict

unauthorized subcontracting with more than 82% accuracy. Therefore, for at least 4 out of 5 orders,

unauthorized subcontracting could have been predicted correctly and better sourcing decisions

could have been made to prevent it. If unauthorized subcontracting information for the most recent

order is available, then one can predict unauthorized subcontracting correctly in more than 90%

of cases. At the supplier level, we can predict accurately whether a supplier will engage in unau-

thorized subcontracting between 63% and 80% of the times, without knowing anything about its
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past unauthorized subcontracting behavior, only its observable characteristics. This prediction can

help buyers select new suppliers.

The data used in this work consists of variables that buyers (retailers or intermediaries) have

already at their disposal. Therefore, our findings could be implemented in a decision support system

(DSS) to help buyers prevent unauthorized subcontracting among their suppliers. Such system

could be used to monitor each factory’s workload and queue of pending orders, in addition to

tracking the product categories that the factory can produce together with the average price per

category. Then, the system could detect and flag orders with a high chance of being subcontracted

before they are placed to a given factory. The DSS could also suggest alternative factories that

would be more suitable for that order, or could require the user to justify their choice. There is

ample literature on how to design systems to nudge users in a desirable direction (Meeker et al.

2016). We must note that our methods rely on time-varying variables. Hence, the DSS would have

to update the data and estimations on a rolling horizon basis, which could pose some challenges if

the DSS’s recommendations induce suppliers to hide information, similar to the backfiring situation

described in Plambeck and Taylor (2016).

In addition to detecting risky orders and helping their current suppliers improve their efficiency,

buyers should streamline the compliance certification process for factories to be included in the

authorized list. This is an approach that some retailers are starting to adopt. Subcontracting is a

regular practice in the industry and it only poses a problem when the buyer loses visibility and

an order ends up in a non-compliant factory. It is possible that some of the subcontractors have

reasonable working conditions but lack a formal compliance qualification because the certification

process is too cumbersome. In addition, the buyer might want to learn more about the network of

informal factories to add as many as possible to the list of approved suppliers.

As with any empirical study, this paper is subject to some limitations. First, the data is obser-

vational and the identification strategy relies on an IV approach to mitigate endogeneity concerns.

Second, the main effect we identify is state dependence but the data does not allows us to pin-

point the underlying driver. A preliminary study (available from the authors) suggests that the

state dependence effect increases when factory utilization is higher but more research is needed to

understand better why state dependence happens and how it manifests itself.

Our work provides opportunities for further research. On the empirical side, it would be impor-

tant to see other studies that complement ours. For instance, our study is limited to the orders

handled by the middleman M. Hence, we do not observe any other orders produced by the factories.

Similarly, we are not aware of the sourcing portfolio of the different buyers. With more factory and

buyer information and a proper costing model one could look at margins and its interactions, and
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study how they might relate to unauthorized subcontracting. Moreover, there are many open ques-

tions on unauthorized subcontracting that our study is not able to answer, e.g., do ISO standards

or other codes of conduct make a difference? Or, does the presence of competing factories in the

same area make unauthorized subcontracting more/less likely? There is also room for improvement

in the prediction of unauthorized subcontracting given the wide range of deep learning techniques

that are becoming available. Note as well that our model predicts unauthorized subcontracting,

whereas ideally one would want to predict noncompliance, or even better, the chance of a disas-

ter. On the theoretical side, a crucial issue is finding mechanisms to ensure truthful disclosure of

unauthorized subcontracting without compromising the option of weeding out the factories that

specialize in subcontracting a high percentage of their orders. Another interesting problem is how

to assign orders to suppliers with the objective of minimizing cost or time subject to a chance con-

straint on unauthorized subcontracting. Finally, more research is needed on how to engage brands

and consumers in solving the problem of unauthorized subcontracting.
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1. Robustness Checks for Section 5
1.1. Collinearity

In Table 1 we can see the correlation matrix for the order-level variables of our model and, in Table

2, the variation inflation factors (VIF) for the regression without category/time/buyer dummies.

The largest VIF corresponds to LogOrderSizeij and is 7.90 (full sample) and 9.29 (type B facto-

ries), which is lower than the usual rule-of-thumb threshold of 10 (Wooldridge 2015). Moreover, this

is a control variable; all our covariates of interest have lower VIFs. In the case of the full-dummies

model, as expected, the VIFs (not reported here) are much higher for the dummy variables, as

there is a high correlation between the different outcomes of the same categorical variable, but also

between buyers and categories (for instance, some buyers only ordered shirts, or pants, etc.).

Correlation matrix
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(1) USCi,j−1 1
(2) RelPriceFC -0.0556∗∗∗ 1
(3) LeadTime 0.119∗∗∗ -0.00679 1
(4) PropThisCategory -0.192∗∗∗ 0.0130∗ -0.0339∗∗∗ 1
(5) BuyeIsMajorBrand -0.0941∗∗∗ 0.0539∗∗∗ 0.0436∗∗∗ 0.111∗∗∗ 1
(6) LogOrderSize 0.0518∗∗∗ -0.0776∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ -0.0132∗ 0.0164∗∗ 1
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Correlation matrix
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(1) USCi,j−1 1
(2) RelPriceFC -0.0650∗∗∗ 1
(3) LeadTime 0.157∗∗∗ -0.0280∗∗∗ 1
(4) PropThisCategory -0.164∗∗∗ 0.0203∗∗ -0.0970∗∗∗ 1
(5) BuyeIsMajorBrand -0.108∗∗∗ 0.0839∗∗∗ 0.0628∗∗∗ 0.0593∗∗∗ 1
(6) LogOrderSize 0.0848∗∗∗ -0.0811∗∗∗ 0.221∗∗∗ -0.0942∗∗∗ 0.0165∗ 1
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 1 Correlation matrices of the model’s variables. All sample (left), type B factories (right).

1.2. Autocorrelation

The Arellano-Bond estimator assumes that the differenced errors are correlated at most with order

1, i.e., ρ(∆εit,∆εi,t−1) will not be zero, as both differences contain εi,t−1, but it is necessary that

ρ(∆εit,∆εis) = 0, for t− s > 1. We run the Arellano-Bond autocorrelation test with order up to

5 for both the all-data and the type B factories’ subsample estimates. The z-statistics and its

1
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VIF
Variable VIF 1/VIF

LogOrderSize 7.90 0.126537
LeadTime 6.17 0.162152
PropThisCategory 3.56 0.280640
USCi,j−1 1.64 0.609148
BuyeIsMajorBrand 1.05 0.956140
RelPriceFC 1.01 0.991213
Mean VIF 3.55

VIF
Variable VIF 1/VIF

LogOrderSize 9.29 0.107697
LeadTime 7.99 0.125203
PropThisCategory 3.10 0.322736
USCi,j−1 2.17 0.461560
BuyeIsMajorBrand 1.05 0.955785
RelPriceFC 1.01 0.986089
Mean VIF 4.10

Table 2 Variation inflation factors of the Arellano-Bond regression for all the dataset (left) and the type B

factories’ subsample (right).

corresponding p-values are shown in Table 3. We reject H0 (no autocorrelation) at order 1, but fail

to reject it at higher orders. Therefore, the no-autocorrelation assumption of the model is satisfied.

H0: no autocorrelation
Order z p
1 -3.038 0.0024
2 1.4777 0.1395
3 -1.08 0.2802
4 0.9649 0.3346
5 -1.2996 0.1937

H0: no autocorrelation
Order z p
1 -3.0392 0.0024
2 1.4783 0.1393
3 -1.0871 0.2770
4 0.96474 0.3347
5 -1.296 0.1950

Table 3 Arellano-Bond test for serially correlated errors, for the model using all the dataset (left) and the

subsample of type B factories (right).

1.3. Alternative Price Pressure Measures

In this section use four alternative measures of price pressure to check the robustness of our

result regarding Hypothesis 2. The first one is RelPriceBCij, which is computed similarly to

RelPriceFCij described in §4.2 of the paper, but comparing each price to the buyer’s historical

average for that category. Let c be the category to which order j belongs to, and b be the buyer

that placed the order. We define P c
b as the one-year price moving average, and RelPriceBCij =

Priceij −P c
b

P c
b

.

Our second price pressure measure uses the historical average of orders of the same factory,

buyer, and category. Let c be the category of order j, ib be the factory-buyer pair of the order, and

let P c
ib be the one-year price moving average at factory i of orders from the same product category

and buyer as order j. Then, we define RelPriceFCBij =
Priceij −P c

ib

P c
ib

.

Third, it is natural to associate price with quality or other product characteristics. We try to

address this issue by considering the variable RelPriceFSubij that is computed in the same way as

RelPriceFCij, but dividing each category into two subcategories depending on price. Specifically,

for each factory i and order j, if Priceij ≥ P c
i , we classify order j into the subcategory “orders

of c with high price”; otherwise, its subcategory is “orders of c with low price”. The underlying

assumption in this classification is that price correlates with quality, so products with a price above

(below) average are more likely to be high (low) quality. Let s be the subcategory of order j and let
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P s
i be the one-year moving average of price in that subcategory. Then, we measure price pressure

within order j’s subcategory, i.e., RelPriceFSubij =
Priceij −P s

i

P s
i

.

The fourth alternative measure of price pressure is RelPriceOrdBij. This variable compares an

order’s unit price with the expected price of orders of similar characteristics based on size, lead

time, product category, and buyer. To compute this variable, for every delivery date t, we take all

the orders delivered during the previous year (by any factory) and regress the unit price on the

order size (in logarithmic scale), scheduled lead time, and product category and buyer dummies.

With this regression, we compute the predicted price for all orders delivered on day t. Notice that

this prediction is agnostic to factory differences because it does not include any factory dummy.

Then, order j delivered on day t will have predicted unit price P ot
j , where the superscript o refers

to “order characteristics”. Note that P ot
j is essentially the prediction of a hedonic pricing model

that captures volume discounts, price premiums for rush orders, and the buyers’ willingness to pay

across categories. We use this predicted price as a reference point for the price pressure variable.

Namely, we have RelPriceOrdij =
Priceij −P ot

j

P ot
j

.

The coefficient estimates of the Arellano-Bond regression using different measures of price pres-

sure is shown in Table 4. The first column uses the variable RelPriceFCij, and is therefore the

same as column (1) in Table 7 of the paper. Columns (2)-(5) use the alternative measures described

in this section. The coefficient estimates of our alternative price pressure measures are all negative

and statistically significant, which provides further support for Hypothesis 2.

1.4. Exogeneity of BuyerIsMajorBrand

The variable BuyerIsMajorBrandij may be subject to endogeneity due to simultaneity: the mid-

dleman could be assigning orders for major brands to factories that are known for not engaging in

unauthorized subcontracting in the past. To test whether this is the case, we repeat the Arellano-

Bond regression but, in this case, the variable BuyerIsMajorBrandij is instrumented using its

second lag BuyerIsMajorBrandi,j−1. The results of this robustness check can be seen in Table 5.

The coefficient estimates of BuyerIsMajorBrandij and standard errors are very similar to those

in Table 7 in §5.2 of the paper (where this variable is not instrumented). We conclude that this

variable is not subject to endogeneity. Moreover, roughly half of the orders (51%) for major brands

are assigned to type A factories, while the rest are assigned to type B. This information provides

further evidence against the endogeneity of the BuyerIsMajorBrandij variable.

1.5. Time-Varying Buyer Characteristics

There could be time-varying unobserved variables, such as changes in the type or quality of products

a buyer is ordering, biasing our results. In this case, the addition of month and buyer fixed effects

would not solve that issue, as they are either time-variant or buyer-variant, but not both. Table
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Unauthorized subcontracting
Arellano-Bond

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
USCi,j−1 0.315∗∗∗ 0.320∗∗∗ 0.316∗∗∗ 0.324∗∗∗ 0.317∗∗∗

(0.0257) (0.0252) (0.0255) (0.0263) (0.0265)

LeadTime 0.000842∗∗∗ 0.000808∗∗ 0.000805∗∗∗ 0.00115∗∗ 0.000987∗∗

(0.000239) (0.000276) (0.000225) (0.000380) (0.000318)

PropThisCategory 0.0324 0.0201 0.0268 0.0248 0.0257
(0.0325) (0.0324) (0.0300) (0.0285) (0.0312)

BuyerIsMajorBrand -0.0806∗∗∗ -0.0982∗∗∗ -0.0968∗∗∗ -0.0942∗∗∗ -0.103∗∗∗

(0.0150) (0.0138) (0.0124) (0.0119) (0.0156)

LogOrderSize -0.00417 -0.00440 -0.00424 -0.00362 0.00272∗

(0.00277) (0.00271) (0.00281) (0.00191) (0.00127)

RelPriceFC -0.130∗∗

(0.0490)

RelPriceBC -0.117∗∗

(0.0445)

RelPriceFBC -0.134∗∗

(0.0497)

RelPriceFSub -0.0950∗∗∗

(0.0194)

RelPriceOrdB -0.0955∗

(0.0472)
Category dummies No No No No No
Buyer dummies No No No No No
Month dummies No No No No No
N 31955 31955 31955 31955 31955
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Unauthorized subcontracting
Arellano-Bond

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
USCi,j−1 0.314∗∗∗ 0.319∗∗∗ 0.315∗∗∗ 0.324∗∗∗ 0.318∗∗∗

(0.0246) (0.0242) (0.0245) (0.0249) (0.0250)

LeadTime 0.000831∗∗ 0.000790∗∗ 0.000775∗∗ 0.00112∗∗ 0.000904∗∗

(0.000259) (0.000247) (0.000246) (0.000370) (0.000298)

PropThisCategory 0.0537 0.0374 0.0455 0.0408 0.0472
(0.0508) (0.0510) (0.0475) (0.0452) (0.0511)

BuyerIsMajorBrand -0.0830∗∗ -0.106∗∗∗ -0.102∗∗∗ -0.101∗∗∗ -0.112∗∗∗

(0.0271) (0.0210) (0.0206) (0.0205) (0.0192)

LogOrderSize -0.00574 -0.00629 -0.00593 -0.00502∗ 0.00270
(0.00370) (0.00355) (0.00382) (0.00245) (0.00189)

RelPriceFC -0.139∗∗

(0.0511)

RelPriceBC -0.132∗∗

(0.0453)

RelPriceFBC -0.144∗∗

(0.0522)

RelPriceFSub -0.0994∗∗∗

(0.0220)

RelPriceOrdB -0.121∗

(0.0507)
Category dummies No No No No No
Buyer dummies No No No No No
Month dummies No No No No No
N 18625 18625 18625 18625 18625
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 4 Arellano-Bond regression using the full dataset (left) and the subsample of type B factories (right),

with five different measures of price pressure: (1) with respect to the moving average per factory and category;

(2) with respect to the moving average per buyer and category; (3) with respect to the moving average per

factory, buyer, and category; (4) with respect to the moving average per factory and subcategory; and (5) with

respect to the predicted price using order size, lead time, category, and buyer.

6 shows the coefficients of an Arellano-Bond regression which includes buyer-month interaction

dummies. The results (coefficient estimates and statistical significance of our covariates of interest)

are not different from those in our main model (§5.2 of the paper). Specifically, the coefficients and

statistical significance of USCi,j−1 and RelPriceFCij are very similar, which supports Hypotheses

1 and 2 of the paper.

1.6. Supplier-Buyer Panel Structure

The panel structure in Table 7 of the paper is at the factory level and it includes an (unobservable)

fixed effect for each factory. The latter is a valid model if a factory’s baseline or intrinsic level of

unauthorized subcontracting is the same regardless of the buyer placing the order. However, it is

possible that the factories behave strategically depending on the buyer they are dealing with. For

instance, if the order is placed by a preferred buyer, the factory might be less willing to engage in

unauthorized subcontracting. We cannot observe the details of the buyer-supplier relationship, but

we can redefine the panel structure of our data so every cross-section unit corresponds to a unique

supplier-buyer pair. This panel structure allows us to include a fixed effect for each supplier-buyer

pair.
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Unauthorized subcontracting
Arellano-Bond

(1) (2) (3)
USCi,j−1 0.315∗∗∗ 0.313∗∗∗ 0.314∗∗∗

(0.0256) (0.0255) (0.0224)

RelPriceFC -0.130∗∗ -0.134∗∗ -0.139∗∗

(0.0483) (0.0479) (0.0493)

LeadTime 0.000834∗∗∗ 0.000835∗∗∗ 0.000992∗∗

(0.000242) (0.000234) (0.000362)

BuyerIsMajorBrand -0.0782∗∗∗ -0.0741∗∗∗ -0.0838∗∗∗

(0.0134) (0.0170) (0.0157)

PropThisCategory 0.0326 0.00673 0.00993
(0.0318) (0.0296) (0.0298)

LogOrderSize -0.00414 -0.00420 -0.00394
(0.00272) (0.00276) (0.00235)

Category dummies No Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes
Buyer dummies No No No
N 31955 31955 31955
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Unauthorized subcontracting
Arellano-Bond

(1) (2) (3)
USCi,j−1 0.313∗∗∗ 0.311∗∗∗ 0.313∗∗∗

(0.0243) (0.0243) (0.0200)

RelPriceFC -0.138∗∗ -0.144∗∗ -0.146∗∗

(0.0504) (0.0490) (0.0489)

LeadTime 0.000813∗∗∗ 0.000818∗∗∗ 0.00108∗∗

(0.000246) (0.000236) (0.000339)

BuyerIsMajorBrand -0.0743∗∗ -0.0735∗∗ -0.0884∗∗∗

(0.0229) (0.0254) (0.0237)

PropThisCategory 0.0545 0.0204 0.0158
(0.0491) (0.0558) (0.0543)

LogOrderSize -0.00563 -0.00574 -0.00488
(0.00358) (0.00364) (0.00298)

Category dummies No Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes
Buyer dummies No No No
N 18625 18625 18625
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 5 Coefficients of the Arellano-Bond regression, using all the data (left) and the subsample of type B

factories (right), where the variable BuyerIsMajorBrandij has been taken as endogenous and instrumented

using its second lag.

Unauthorized subcontracting
Arellano-Bond

(1) (2)
USCi,j−1 0.317∗∗∗ 0.314∗∗∗

(0.0197) (0.0187)

RelPriceFC -0.142∗∗ -0.147∗∗

(0.0506) (0.0516)

LeadTime 0.000886∗ 0.00107∗∗

(0.000353) (0.000338)

PropThisCategory 0.00342 0.00811
(0.0328) (0.0611)

LogOrderSize -0.00468 -0.00679∗

(0.00262) (0.00334)
Category dummies Yes Yes
Month dummies No No
Buyer dummies No No
Buyer×Month dummies Yes Yes
N 31955 18625
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 6 Coefficients of the Arellano-Bond regression including buyer-month interactions. Column (1) includes

all the data, while column (2) uses only the subsample of type B factories.

Given that most suppliers worked with a small number of buyers (1.4 on average, see Table 2 of

the paper), there are 321 supplier-buyer pairs. Then, for every supplier-buyer pair, we repeat the

Arellano-Bond regression now shown in Table 7. Note that in this case the model cannot include

BuyerIsMajorBrandij or buyer dummies, as they would be collinear with the fixed effects. The
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Unauthorized subcontracting
Arellano-Bond

(1) (2) (3)
USCi,j−1 0.316∗∗∗ 0.314∗∗∗ 0.316∗∗∗

(0.0297) (0.0297) (0.0259)

RelPriceFC -0.166∗∗ -0.167∗∗ -0.171∗∗

(0.0626) (0.0631) (0.0627)

LeadTime 0.000577∗∗ 0.000568∗∗ 0.000753∗

(0.000195) (0.000198) (0.000315)

PropThisCategory 0.0269 0.00641 0.0000969
(0.0330) (0.0353) (0.0327)

LogOrderSize -0.00447 -0.00446 -0.00442
(0.00266) (0.00269) (0.00255)

Category dummies No Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes
Buyer dummies No No No
N 31787 31787 31787
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Unauthorized subcontracting
Arellano-Bond

(1) (2) (3)
USCi,j−1 0.334∗∗∗ 0.331∗∗∗ 0.335∗∗∗

(0.0301) (0.0307) (0.0252)

RelPriceFC -0.165∗ -0.165∗ -0.166∗

(0.0688) (0.0701) (0.0673)

LeadTime 0.000328 0.000341 0.000647
(0.000247) (0.000254) (0.000342)

PropThisCategory 0.0492 0.0195 -0.0103
(0.0563) (0.0653) (0.0577)

LogOrderSize -0.00544 -0.00550 -0.00504
(0.00323) (0.00325) (0.00309)

Category dummies No Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes
Buyer dummies No No No
N 18541 18541 18541
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 7 Arellano-Bond regression using the full dataset (left) and the subsample of type-B factories (right) for

a panel structure at the supplier-buyer level. The regression includes fixed effects for each supplier-buyer pair.

results with the supplier-buyer panel structure are consistent with those shown in §5.2 of the paper.

In particular, the coefficients and the significance of the state dependence (USCi,j−1) and price

pressure (RelPriceFCij) variables are very much the same, which provides further support for

Hypotheses 1 and 2 of the paper.

Unauthorized subcontracting
Hsiao (2nd step)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
USCi,j−1 0.270∗∗∗ 0.269∗∗∗ 0.273∗∗∗ 0.269∗∗∗

(0.0653) (0.0651) (0.0633) (0.0623)

RelPriceFC -0.0741∗ -0.0750∗ -0.0762∗ -0.0755∗

(0.0356) (0.0357) (0.0352) (0.0351)

LeadTime 0.000401 0.000388 0.000480 0.000440
(0.000315) (0.000331) (0.000324) (0.000325)

PropThisCategory 0.0146 -0.00398 -0.00203 -0.00221
(0.0330) (0.0317) (0.0321) (0.0342)

BuyerIsMajorBrand -0.0523∗ -0.0573∗∗ -0.0613∗∗

(0.0209) (0.0220) (0.0232)

LogOrderSize -0.00223∗∗ -0.00219∗∗ -0.00253∗∗ -0.00240∗∗

(0.000848) (0.000837) (0.000917) (0.000874)
Category dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes Yes
Buyer dummies No No No Yes
N 31955 31955 31955 31955
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Unauthorized subcontracting
Hsiao (2nd step)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
USCi,j−1 0.269∗∗∗ 0.267∗∗∗ 0.275∗∗∗ 0.272∗∗∗

(0.0654) (0.0651) (0.0627) (0.0618)

RelPriceFC -0.113∗ -0.117∗ -0.115∗ -0.111∗

(0.0493) (0.0490) (0.0480) (0.0478)

LeadTime 0.000677 0.000572 0.000775 0.000742
(0.000552) (0.000587) (0.000594) (0.000613)

PropThisCategory 0.0284 -0.0117 -0.0166 -0.0200
(0.0696) (0.0694) (0.0692) (0.0698)

BuyerIsMajorBrand -0.0894∗ -0.108∗ -0.122∗

(0.0411) (0.0526) (0.0590)

LogOrderSize -0.00341∗ -0.00338∗ -0.00352∗ -0.00347∗

(0.00139) (0.00138) (0.00147) (0.00139)
Category dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes Yes
Buyer dummies No No No Yes
N 18625 18625 18625 18625
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 8 Second step of the Hsiao regression using all the dataset (left) and subsampling for type B factories

(right).

1.7. Alternative Estimation Methods

We test our hypotheses using two different regression types. First, the Hsiao estimator, which is

constructed in the same way as the Arellano-Bond, but is estimating using 2SLS instead of GMM
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with the command xtivreg2 in Stata 14.2 (Schaffer 2005). The coefficients in this estimation and

their significance are very similar to those of the Arellano-Bond regression (Table 8). The first step

regressions for the Hsiao estimator are shown in Table 9.

1.8. Alternative Model Specifications

To account for the fact that the dependent variable is binary, we also use a binary outcome model:

the random effects dynamic probit (Wooldridge 2010), estimated using the command xtprobit in

Stata 14.2. The coefficient and APE estimates, shown in Table 10, are fairly robust to those of the

Arellano-Bond estimation. Unfortunately, this model does not allow for an easy IV approach, so

the coefficient estimates are likely affected by some degree of endogeneity. It does not allow for the

inclusion of category, buyer and time dummy variables.

2. Prediction at the Supplier Level

We have shown that predicting what orders will be subcontracted with a fairly high accuracy is

possible if information on factories’ past behavior is available. Middlemen and buyers could use

a prediction tool like the one we propose to decide what factory, among the current portfolio of

suppliers, to place an order to ensure that it will not be subcontracted. However, this restricts

buyers to work only with factories with which they have previous experience. We now aim to

predict which suppliers are likely to engage in unauthorized subcontracting, so buyers can decide

what new suppliers they want to source from when there is no information about such suppliers’

past to ensure that they are most likely to never subcontract.

To do so, we aggregate our data at the factory level. We partition this 226-factory dataset into

training (75% of the suppliers) and test (the remaining 25%). We split them randomly, given that

this model does not use the past to predict the future (we do not need to split the data chrono-

logically). With the training dataset, we fit a linear model containing the following covariates:

NumCategoriesi, NumBuyersi, PercentageMajorBrandi, LogCapacityi, Countryi. As depen-

dent variable, we use the binary TypeAi. Then we use this model to predict, for each factory i in

the test dataset, what the probability is that it will never subcontract any order. We predict that

a factory will be of type A if its predicted probability of engaging in unauthorized subcontracting

is not greater than a threshold τ . For robustness, we use repeat this procedure for K = 10 differ-

ent random training-test splits, plot the prediction’s ROC curve for each split by varying τ , and

compute that split’s AUC, as well as its accuracy and type I and II errors for τ = 0.5.

We use two different benchmarks to evaluate our prediction: in the first one we predict at random

whether a factory will belong to type A; in the second one we assume all factories will belong to

type A, as this is the most likely outcome (type A factories account for the majority of suppliers

in our data, although they do not account for the majority of orders—see Table 2 of the paper).
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USCi,j−1

Hsiao (1st step)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

USCi,j−2 -0.144∗∗∗ -0.144∗∗∗ -0.144∗∗∗ -0.144∗∗∗

(0.0319) (0.0319) (0.0319) (0.0319)

RelPriceFCi,j−2 -0.0195∗ -0.0196∗ -0.0196∗ -0.0196∗

(0.00981) (0.00984) (0.00977) (0.00978)

LeadTimei,j−2 0.000433∗∗∗ 0.000433∗∗∗ 0.000432∗∗∗ 0.000431∗∗∗

(0.000109) (0.000109) (0.000109) (0.000109)

PropThisCategory 0.000334 0.00339 0.00376 0.00505
(0.0134) (0.0161) (0.0164) (0.0168)

BuyerIsMajorBrand 0.0258∗∗ 0.0252∗∗∗ 0.0283∗∗∗

(0.00813) (0.00716) (0.00803)

LogOrderSize 0.000734 0.000739 0.000956 0.000885
(0.000616) (0.000620) (0.000667) (0.000654)

Category dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes Yes
Buyer dummies No No No Yes
N 31955 31955 31955 31955

USCi,j−1

Hsiao (1st step)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

USCi,j−2 -0.230∗∗∗ -0.230∗∗∗ -0.228∗∗∗ -0.228∗∗∗

(0.0363) (0.0363) (0.0361) (0.0361)

RelPriceFCi,j−2 -0.0316 -0.0318 -0.0312 -0.0311
(0.0188) (0.0189) (0.0188) (0.0188)

LeadTimei,j−2 0.00100∗∗∗ 0.00100∗∗∗ 0.000995∗∗∗ 0.000995∗∗∗

(0.000159) (0.000159) (0.000158) (0.000158)

PropThisCategory 0.00347 0.00706 0.0116 0.0157
(0.0275) (0.0348) (0.0353) (0.0348)

BuyerIsMajorBrand 0.0483∗∗∗ 0.0467∗∗ 0.0554∗∗

(0.0101) (0.0148) (0.0171)

LogOrderSize 0.00115 0.00117 0.00122 0.00112
(0.000904) (0.000919) (0.000972) (0.000954)

Category dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes Yes
Buyer dummies No No No Yes
N 18625 18625 18625 18625

RelPriceFC
Hsiao (1st step)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
USCi,j−2 -0.00340 -0.00311 -0.00315 -0.00284

(0.00218) (0.00212) (0.00211) (0.00210)

RelPriceFCi,j−2 -0.143∗∗∗ -0.141∗∗∗ -0.141∗∗∗ -0.139∗∗∗

(0.00902) (0.00896) (0.00890) (0.00897)

LeadTimei,j−2 0.000000777 -0.000000610 -0.000000534 -0.00000226
(0.00000971) (0.00000966) (0.00000961) (0.00000956)

PropThisCategory 0.0436 -0.00698 -0.00863 -0.0119
(0.0283) (0.0338) (0.0341) (0.0327)

BuyerIsMajorBrand 0.0811∗ 0.0893∗∗ 0.0924∗∗

(0.0336) (0.0345) (0.0343)

LogOrderSize -0.00489∗ -0.00501∗∗ -0.00509∗∗ -0.00474∗

(0.00195) (0.00194) (0.00193) (0.00196)
Category dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes Yes
Buyer dummies No No No Yes
N 31955 31955 31955 31955

RelPriceFC
Hsiao (1st step)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
USCi,j−2 -0.00351 -0.00320 -0.00340 -0.00321

(0.00298) (0.00281) (0.00282) (0.00278)

RelPriceFCi,j−2 -0.147∗∗∗ -0.144∗∗∗ -0.144∗∗∗ -0.143∗∗∗

(0.0120) (0.0118) (0.0117) (0.0118)

LeadTimei,j−2 0.00000132 -0.000000839 -0.000000309 -0.00000168
(0.0000145) (0.0000142) (0.0000141) (0.0000137)

PropThisCategory 0.0716 -0.0168 -0.0215 -0.0398
(0.0370) (0.0462) (0.0473) (0.0430)

BuyerIsMajorBrand 0.0723∗∗∗ 0.0713∗∗ 0.0765∗∗

(0.0128) (0.0248) (0.0269)

LogOrderSize -0.00487 -0.00478 -0.00484 -0.00466
(0.00294) (0.00285) (0.00286) (0.00294)

Category dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes Yes
Buyer dummies No No No Yes
N 18625 18625 18625 18625

LeadTime
Hsiao (1st step)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
USCi,j−2 0.736∗∗∗ 0.733∗∗∗ 0.412∗ 0.408∗∗

(0.157) (0.156) (0.160) (0.158)

RelPriceFCi,j−2 -0.349 -0.321 -0.625∗∗ -0.648∗∗

(0.288) (0.281) (0.217) (0.216)

LeadTimei,j−2 -0.00825∗∗∗ -0.00815∗∗∗ -0.00838∗∗∗ -0.00828∗∗∗

(0.00117) (0.00116) (0.00118) (0.00116)

PropThisCategory 4.229 7.717∗ 6.435∗∗ 6.432∗∗∗

(2.571) (3.286) (2.020) (1.953)

BuyerIsMajorBrand 7.231 7.635 4.486
(3.865) (3.915) (2.327)

LogOrderSize 0.197 0.192 0.156 0.154
(0.134) (0.127) (0.0819) (0.0824)

Category dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes Yes
Buyer dummies No No No Yes
N 31955 31955 31955 31955
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

LeadTime
Hsiao (1st step)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
USCi,j−2 0.939∗∗∗ 0.944∗∗∗ 0.394∗ 0.382∗

(0.203) (0.199) (0.181) (0.173)

RelPriceFCi,j−2 -0.289 -0.230 -0.413 -0.440
(0.341) (0.316) (0.227) (0.226)

LeadTimei,j−2 -0.00991∗∗∗ -0.00977∗∗∗ -0.00772∗∗∗ -0.00745∗∗∗

(0.00156) (0.00155) (0.00140) (0.00132)

PropThisCategory 6.103 10.04 6.997∗ 8.662∗

(5.076) (6.295) (3.554) (3.506)

BuyerIsMajorBrand 8.307∗∗∗ 7.888∗∗ 5.034∗∗∗

(2.243) (2.470) (1.249)

LogOrderSize 0.0782 0.0488 0.117 0.114
(0.147) (0.128) (0.0692) (0.0690)

Category dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies No No Yes Yes
Buyer dummies No No No Yes
N 18625 18625 18625 18625
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 9 First step of the Hsiao regression for the variable USCi,j−1 (top), RelPriceFC (middle), and LeadTime

(bottom), in Table 8, using all the dataset (left) and subsampling for type B factories (right).

Figure 1 shows the ROC curve for the 10 data splits, and Table 11 shows their area under the

ROC curve. The AUCs range from 0.667 to 0.839: given a type A factory and one that is not of type
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Unauthorized subcontracting
Dynamic random effects probit

All sample Subsample
Coefficients APEs Coefficients APEs

(1) (2) (3) (4)
USCi,j−1 1.776∗∗∗ 0.158∗∗∗ 1.773∗∗∗ 0.400∗∗∗

(0.0281) (0.0118) (0.0281) (0.0183)

RelPriceFC -0.214∗∗∗ -0.0191∗∗∗ -0.216∗∗∗ -0.0486∗∗∗

(0.0512) (0.00477) (0.0513) (0.0117)

LeadTime 0.000862 0.0000769 0.000867 0.000195
(0.000464) (0.0000418) (0.000467) (0.000106)

PropThisCategory 0.242∗∗∗ 0.0216∗∗∗ 0.245∗∗∗ 0.0552∗∗∗

(0.0629) (0.00581) (0.0628) (0.0144)

BuyerIsMajorBrand -0.277∗∗ -0.0248∗ -0.277∗∗ -0.0624∗∗

(0.107) (0.00969) (0.107) (0.0242)

LogOrderSize -0.00406 -0.000363 -0.00436 -0.000982
(0.00897) (0.000801) (0.00900) (0.00203)

USCi1 3.321∗∗∗ 0.296∗∗∗ 0.603∗∗∗ 0.136∗∗∗

(0.296) (0.0129) (0.169) (0.0363)

Mean RelPriceFC -1.981 -0.177 0.298 0.0671
(1.151) (0.103) (1.177) (0.265)

Mean LeadTime 0.00776∗ 0.000692∗ 0.00438 0.000987
(0.00378) (0.000351) (0.00318) (0.000710)

Mean PropThisCategory -0.933∗ -0.0833∗ -0.597 -0.134
(0.457) (0.0414) (0.323) (0.0721)

Mean BuyerIsMajorBrand -3.868 -0.345 -0.833 -0.188
(3.698) (0.326) (5.038) (1.129)

Mean LogOrderSize -0.107 -0.00958 -0.131 -0.0296
(0.149) (0.0134) (0.137) (0.0308)

Constant -2.769∗∗ -0.498
(0.922) (0.840)

ln(σ2
u) 0.792∗∗∗ -0.908∗∗∗

(0.178) (0.193)
N 32183 32183 18699 18699
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 10 Dynamic random effects probit regression using all the dataset (columns 1 and 2) and the subsample

of type B factories (columns 3 and 4). Columns (1) and (3) contain coefficients, columns (2) and (4) contain

APEs.

A, our model is able to distinguish one from the other from 67% to 84% of the time, which is an

improvement of 33% to 68% respect to guessing them at random or assuming that they all belong

to type A. The model’s accuracy (Table 12) ranges from 0.625 to 0.8036. Its corresponding type I

and II errors are shown in Table 13. Like in §6 of the paper, we would likely be able to achieve a

more accurate prediction using more sophisticated models. However, our goal is to illustrate how

buyers can use very simple methods and data at their disposal to make more informed sourcing

decisions.
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Figure 1 ROC curve of the supplier-level prediction. Each solid, color line corresponds to a different random

split of factories between training and test.

Training-test split k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 k=6 k=7 k=8 k=9 k=10
Baseline (two models) 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
Linear 0.667 0.759 0.758 0.742 0.839 0.750 0.767 0.740 0.824 0.875

Table 11 Area under the ROC curve of the linear prediction at the supplier level for our linear model, plus two

baseline models.

Training-test split k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 k=6 k=7 k=8 k=9 k=10
Baseline (random) 0.5 0.5 0.4464 0.4286 0.4821 0.4821 0.4107 0.5 0.5179 0.5714
Baseline (all type A) 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714
Linear 0.625 0.6607 0.6786 0.7143 0.7679 0.75 0.7321 0.6786 0.8036 0.7321

Table 12 Accuracy of the linear prediction at the supplier level for our linear model, plus two baseline models.

Training-test split k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 k=6 k=7 k=8 k=9 k=10
Baseline (random) Type I 0.5833 0.5417 0.5833 0.625 0.5417 0.4167 0.6667 0.4167 0.5 0.5417

Type II 0.4375 0.4688 0.5312 0.5312 0.5 0.5938 0.5312 0.5625 0.4688 0.3438
Baseline (all type A) Type I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Type II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Linear Type I 0.375 0.5417 0.2917 0.4167 0.2917 0.3333 0.2917 0.4583 0.2917 0.1667

Type II 0.375 0.1875 0.3438 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.25 0.2188 0.125 0.3438

Table 13 Type I and II errors of the linear prediction at the supplier level for our linear model, plus two

baseline models.
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